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Description

46

An Unusual Royal Navy Long Service Medal Group of Four to the Petty Officer Who Piped Rear-Admiral Meurer on Board H.M.S.
Queen Elizabeth, the British Flagship, at the Surrender of the German Fleet in November 1918, 1914-15 Star medal, British War and
Victory medals, “170905 L. GOFF P.O.2. R.N.”, Ro ...[more]

61

Great War Mesopotamian Theatre Military Cross and a Rare Indian Frontier Second Award Bar Medal Group of Nine for Service in the
Gurkha Rifles, Military Cross GV with second award bar, unnamed as issued, British War and Victory medals, “CAPT. N. BURGAN”,
Territorial Force War medal, “LIEUT. N. BURGA ...[more]

94

Great War 1914-15 Star Medal Trio to a Private in the 14th Battalion Durham Light Infantry Who Died of Wounds Received in the Attack
on Dynamite Magazine in April 1917, 1914-15 star, British War and Victory medal, “14526 PTE. R. WARDLE DURH. L.I.” Ralph Wardle
was a 19 year old Miner from Greenwood ...[more]

102

An Unusual WW1 Medal Trio for Service in East Africa Transport Corps, 1914-15 Star medal, “2144 DVR. F. VAN DIEMAN E.A.T.C.”,
British war medal and Victory medals “2144 DRIVER. F. VAN DIEMAN E.A.T.C.”. Medals remain in good condition. Driver Fed Van
Dieman is confirmed as entitled to a trio for serv ...[more]

133

Historically Important WW2 Royal Armoured Corps O.B.E Medal Group of Five Awarded to Captain (temorary Major) Acting LieutenantColonel Douglas Archibald Bain, For Courage and Leadership in the Development of the Top Secret Duplex Drive ‘Swimming’ Tanks in
Preparation for the D-Day Landings and the ...[more]

135

An Interesting Medal Group of Six and Presentation Gurkha Kukri to a Member of Mission 204, the British Military Mission to China in
the Early Years of the Second World War, group consists of 1939-45 star, Pacific star with clasp Burma, War medal 1939-45, Defence
medal, General Service medal 1918 GV ...[more]

140

WW2 British Medals, Badges and Document Archive of Sergeant Edward Bert Read 25th Dragoons 14th Army in Burma, the medals
consist of 1939-45 star, Burma campaign star, Defence medal and 1939-45 War medal, all un-named as issued. Accompanied by the
matching miniature medals. Various badges and insign ...[more]

146

Georgian Universal Pattern Officers Gorget, fine example of a coper gilt gorget with crowned GR within wreath. Much of the original
finish remains.

149

46th (South Devon) Regiment of Foot Officers Shoulder Belt Plate 1830-55, copper gilt rectangular back plate with cut silver facetted
star with gilt laurel and palm sprays encircling strap with regimental details within and 46 to the centre, lower scroll with “DOMINICA”.
Reverse with two hooks and s ...[more]

158

Victorian Norfolk Rifle Volunteers Senior NCO’s Home Service Helmet Plate, universal white metal helmet plate with brass central strap
having regimental details, centre with silvered strung bugle on black felt. Reverse with lug fittings

162

Royal Marines Badge Grouping, consisting of a officers headdress badge (re-gilded), other ranks waist belt clasp, RMLI cap badge, and
three variations of Royal Marines cap / beret badges. (6 items)

178

WW2 British War Economy Cap Badges, including Leicestershire regiment, Royal Armoured Corps, Kings Royal Rifle Corps, Middlesex
regiment, ATS, plus others. Various conditions. (11 items)

217

WW1 1st & 2nd City (Pals) Battalions Manchester Regiment Shoulder Titles, both with two lug fittings to the reverse of each.

218

WW1 3rd & 4th City (Pals) Battalions Manchester Regiment Shoulder Titles, both with two lug fittings to the reverse of each.

228

Scarce 12th (Sheffield City) Service Battalion York & Lancaster Regiment Shoulder Title, fine brass shoulder title Y&L/SHEFFIELD. Two
lug fittings to the reverse.

242

Scarce York & Lancaster Anodised Aluminium Cap and Collar Badge Set, cap badge with SMITH & WRIGHT LTD to the slider fitting.
Collar badges with lug fitting. (3 items)

268

4th Territorial Battalion Wiltshire Regiment Badges, consisting of blackened cap badge, blackened T/4/WILTS shoulder title and brass
T/4/WILTS shoulder title. All in good condition. (3 items)

308

WW1 Durham Light Infantry Badge Grouping, including all brass cap badge, shoulder titles and pioneer crossed rifle and pick collar
badges, (7 items) Ex John Ingham collection.

383

Northumberland Constabulary White Metal Cast Martingale Type Oval Badge, missing one fixing lug to rear and British South Africa
brass horse bridle boss. (2 items)

433

Orlando Norie (1829-1901) Watercolour, fine example showing a Military camp scene from the Victorian era, possibly the Crimea.
Signed to the lower corner. Housed in a wooden glazed frame with gallery labels to the reverse. Frame 72 x 58cms.

434

Facing Pair of Oil on Board Paintings of French Napoleonic Cavalry, finely executed oil on board panel paintings showing French
Napoleonic cavalrymen on horseback in full uniform holding swords on a wintery scene backdrop. Edges of the panels gilt painted so
make a framed border. Reverse with old ha ...[more]

437

Impressive Portrait Painting Attributed to Captain Edmund Butterworth 3rd Royal Lancashire Militia Painted by E Greenwood (1808-74)
in 1851, the oil on canvas portrait shows Butterworth in full military dress uniform with high collar, single winged epaulette, white cross
belt with regimental cross b ...[more]

438

Impressive Portrait Painting of Lieutenant Henry Butterworh 32nd (Cornwall Light Infantry) Regiment of Foot Grenadier Company,
Veteran of the Peninsular War and the Battle of Waterloo Where He Sustained Three Wounds But Refused to Leave the Battlefield, a
fine quality oil on canvas portrait painting ...[more]

440

Collection of Early and Interesting Books on the History of Minorca, ie Journal Historique de La Conquete de L'Isle Minorque, 1st Edition
1756, 174pp., plan of Fort St Philippe & Port Mahon,table Combat Naval du 20 Mai 1756. Some foxing, very good in handsome "leather"
binding. Armstrong, The Hi ...[more]

443

Books - Regimental Histories, General Stannus Geoghean. The Campaigns and History of the Royal Irish Regiments. Volume II From
1900 to 1922. 1st Edition 1927. Significant World War one content. Unusually good copy in rare dustwrapper, together with Volume one,
1911 rebacked professionally, History o ...[more]

450

Magnificent Photograph Album and Associated Items Documenting the Service of Deck Hand F C Jenson Royal Naval Reserve,
Covering His Service on Minesweepers, the large album is packed with over 118 photographs documenting his service, but what is
really super is each page has been beautifully and art ...[more]

452

Fine WW2 Royal Navy Photograph Album Documenting the Service of the Recovery Tug H.M.R.T. Tenacity, the album is well
presented and annotated throughout. Good clear images of various ships, crew members, rescue missions, tows etc. Many images
appear to be taken during ice / winter conditions. Nearly ...[more]

456

Rare Hand Written Signed Letter from Lieutenant-Colonel Anthony William Durnford, Who Was Killed in Action at the Battle of
Isandlwana and Was Blamed for the Loss of the Battle Because of his Actions in Splitting the Force from the Main Camp, the ink written
single sided letter is dated 19.12.78, ju ...[more]

458

Interesting Signed Document of James Alfred Rorke, Known as “Rorke of Rorkes Drift”, the handwritten document / letter was written at
Buffalo River on 23rd October 1858. The letter begins, ”Dear Sir, I herewith transcript you a report concerning the statements that
several persons of this ward have ...[more]

464

Interesting Archive of 2/Lt G G F Gudgeon Kings Royal Rifle Corps, 3/2 Goorka Rifles and Chindits, consisting of mixed ephemera and
handwritten letters. He served in the No 3 Chindit Column under Mike Calvert and after destroying bridges and significantly damaging
the railway when he became severely ...[more]

469

Falklands War Interest Naval and Air Charts from the MV Norland with Hand Annotations, an interesting grouping of large rolled naval
and air charts / maps of mostly the Falklands Islands, with many having had annotations and notes added. Accompanied by a zippo
commemorative lighter and a framed prin ...[more]

471

Signed Letter by Rear Admiral Anthony Miers VC, the letter dating 1958 was sent to a gentleman along with a signed programme (no
longer present). Signed to the lower part of the letter. Rear Admiral Miers was awarded the Victoria Cross for an action whilst in
command of the Submarine HMS Torbay, th ...[more]

473

Signed Letter by Rear Admiral Robert Sherbrooke VC, fine hand written letter sent from the Admiralty by Sherbrooke, in response to
remarks made in a letter sent to him. Signed to the lower corner. Sherbrooke was awarded the Victoria Cross for actions on 31st
December 1942 during the battle of the Ba ...[more]

474

4x Signed Photographs of WW2 British Victoria Cross Winners, all being glossy black and white images with ink signatures across the
darker sections of the photographs. The signatures are of Edward Thomas Chapman, Henry Bowreman Foote, Eric Wilson and Tasker
Watkins. All pictures are mounted onto car ...[more]

475

Signed Letter by Brigadier Lorne Campbell VC, the letter is in response to a request for a signed photograph. The letter is signed to the
lower corner. Evidence of mounting to the rear of the letter. Brigadier Campbell was awarded the Victoria Cross for gallantry at Wadi
Akarit, Tunisia 6th April 19 ...[more]

477

Rare Autograph Page Signed by Many Notorious World Leaders of the 20th Century, the page has all been signed in either blue or
black ink. Many with dates next to the signature. Comprising of signatures of Haile Selassie I; rare signature of the daughter of Haile
Selassie Princess Tsehai Haile Selass ...[more]

479

The Victoria Cross 1856-1881 Booklet Signed by Royal Navy Victoria Cross Winner Rear Admiral Basil Charles “Godfrey” Place VC CB
CVO DSC, the booklet produced by the National Postal Museum with signature in ink to the front cover; signed personal hand written
letter by Godfrey Place and a card signe ...[more]

481

Official Recommendation for Gallantry Award Initialled by Scottish Victoria Cross Winner Major General J Campbell, the typescript Army
form W.3121 is in relation to the award of a Military Medal (M.M) for Trooper Vandermeulen of the 3rd County of London Yeomanry
Royal Armoured Corps. Initialled by C ...[more]

492

A Selection of Bruce Bairnsfather ‘Old Bill’ Pottery by Grimwades, including seven circular wall plaques with gilt line borders, with six
other wall plates, (13). Note: No in house shipping available for this lot

493

A Selection of Bruce Bairnsfather ‘Old Bill’ Pottery by Grimwades, including plates, plaques, and dishes, including black gadrooned rim
plate, two square plates, ashtrays, etc, all printed in sepia, (31), Note: No in house shipping available for this lot

527

10x Miniature Ceramic German Helmets, each painted, 5cm, (10 items), Not Old

528

10x Miniature Ceramic German Helmets, each painted, 5cm, (10 items), Not Old

529

10x Miniature Ceramic German Helmets, each painted, 5cm, (10 items), Not Old

530

10x Miniature Ceramic German Helmets, each painted, 5cm, (10 items), Not Old

531

5x Terracotta Miniature German Helmets, with three ceramic, (8), Not Old

538

Large Framed Early Regimental Embroidery of the 14th Kings Own Hussars, fine large embroidered regimental insignia with battle
honours up to the Indian Mutiny (Central India). Crowned black Prussian style eagle below a lion and crown, encased within a laurel
wreath with ribbon having battle honours. ...[more]

542

Victorian 78th Highlanders Glass Ink Well Pot, having a copper top with relief of thistles and Victorian crown with the lower section
having motto “GUIDICH N RHI”; marble / granite rectangular plaque / desk piece with blackened Cammeronians Scottish Rifles star
over bugle badge and “MONS TO SOMME J ...[more]

544

White Metal Foul Weather Lance Cap, interesting detailed miniature of a foul weather pattern British lance cap with lion head side
bosses and slot for a fitting of a plume; brass trench art shell case bottom which has been engraved with 1918 date and figures of Bruce
Bairnsfather’s Old Bill characte ...[more]

547

Bronze Figure of a WW1 British Tommy in the Bruce Bairnsfather “Old Bill” Style, fine heavy bronze figure showing a British tommy as
he returns from the front line looking thoroughly miserable. Nice detail of his “Gor Blimey” cap and webbing equipment. The face and
style of the figure is very much i ...[more]

552

Bronze Figure of a Surrendering WW1 German Soldier, crude cast bronze figure of a WW1 German infantry soldier in pickelhaube and
combat uniform with his hands up surrendering. Mounted onto a circular base and then onto a modern turned wood base. Stands 19 ½
cms. Not old.

553

Interesting Sculpture Made from WW1 Battlefield Relic, well made small table top sculpture made from a large piece of WW1 shell
fragment that has been entwined with barbed wire and mounted onto a wooden base. Stands 14 ½ cms.

556

Brass Model of a British Mk V Tank “Souvenir from Bovington”, heavy brass multipiece made model of the Mk V tank, engraved along
the tank “Mk V”, “SOUVENIR FROM BOVINGTON” and “JEAN R.A.O.C”. Model is very heavy

557

Fine Quality WW1 Trench Art Gong from a 1915 Dated Canadian 18pdr Shell of the 1st General Headquarters Ammunition Park, the
section of brass shell is finely engraved with Royal Artillery badge, “1st G.H.Q Ammn Park B.E.F” with signatures of various men serving
in the ammunition park. With fitting t ...[more]

British Red Cross Society Headdress and Badge Grouping, fine example of the blue cloth headdress worn by female members of the
592

593

British Red Cross Society with central ribbon and brass and enamel cap badge. Interior with cloth lining having the remains of the tailors
details. Accompanied by a selectio ...[more]

Royal Leicestershire Regiment Field Officers Full Dress Peaked Cap, fine example of the blue cloth dress cap with red piped crown and
red central band. Complete with silver gilt officers regimental small pattern cap badge with thick gold wire braid decoration to the peak.
Regimental side buttons and ...[more]

624

Aden Government Guards Headdress, black cloth forage cap with green piping and white metal enlisted ranks badge to the front.
Remains in good condition.

637

British North Somerset Yeomanry Cavalry Officers Uniform, being the blue wool patrol tunic with white stand up collar. Open top breast
pockets and lower pockets. Small type regimental pattern tunic buttons. Chain mail shoulder scales with two gilt metal officers rank pips.
Medal ribbons to the breas ...[more]

641

Rare WW1 British Royal Artillery Officers Cuff Rank Tunic of a British Latin American Volunteer, fine example of a heavy wool four
pocket cuff rank service dress tunic with large lower pockets. Rank for Lieutenant to the cuffs. Royal Artillery tunic buttons and bronze
OSD collar badges. Above the br ...[more]

643

British Women’s Section Uniform, heavy khaki wool four pocket tunic with pressed leather football style tunic buttons to the front, cuffs,
shoulders and pockets. Sergeants rank chevrons and cloth embroidered Fleur-de-Lis insignia above. Cloth lined interior to the tunic.
Accompanied by the original ...[more]

645

WW1 Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve / Royal Naval Division Doctors Tropical Pattern Tunic, fine example of a WW1 period tropical KD
tunic for a officer in the medical section of the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve / Royal Naval Division, with gilt officers buttons. Naval
rank lace to the cuff with red s ...[more]

646

WW1 Period British Shropshire Yeomanry Warrant Officers Tunic, Equipment & Ephemera Grouping, consisting of an unusual private
purchase service dress tunic in the 1902 style, with very large lower pockets. Brass regimental tunic buttons to the front, pockets and
shoulders. Early type embroidered ...[more]

651

Somerset Light Infantry Distinguished Service Order and Military Cross Winners Tunic, fine four pocket interwar period tropical four
pocket service dress tunic with removable regimental buttons to the front, pockets and shoulders. Red gorget patches to the collar and
metal rank insignia to the shoul ...[more]

654

WW2 British South Wales Borderers Lieutenant Colonels Battle Dress Blouse, fine war aid walking out battle dress with medal ribbons
above the breast pocket for the DSO, GSM, 1939-45 star, Africa star with 8th army emblem, Defence medal, 1939-45 War medal and
WW1 British War medal. To the collar are ...[more]

670

WW2 British Snow Suit Over Trousers, pair of the over trousers for the camouflage snow suit. Complete with size label with 1944 date.
Side stitching undone partially on one side and some light stains, but otherwise good condition

671

WW2 British Snow Suit Over Trousers, mint condition pair of the over trousers for the camouflage snow suit. Complete with size label
with 1944 date.

677

Rare WW2 British Air Raid Precautions (A.R.P) Woman’s Ambulance Drivers Long Coat, heavy dark blue cloth with double row of
chrome ARP buttons to the front. Semple & Peck Ltd Scotland label to the collar area. ARP Pattern No43. Remains in excellent overall
condition.

678

British Home Front Air Raid Precautions (A.R.P) Battle Dress Uniform Set, being dark blue wool Air Raid Precautions battle dress
jacket, Rescue Pattern ARP 59 A, Austerity pattern. Badges removed. With a pair of Civil Defence blue BD trousers of wartime pattern
but dated 1953. (2 items)

682

WW2 Royal Engineers Airborne Officers Service Dress Tunic, four pocket officers service dress tunic with Gaunt London Royal
Engineers officers tunic buttons. To the arms are 6th Airborne division embroidered Pegasus formation signs and one arm has an
embroidered parachute qualified jump wing. Bronze ...[more]

685

British Royal Artillery Battle Dress Blouse, good example of a 1949 pattern BD blouse with Royal Artillery shoulder titles, 5TH A.G.R.A
formation signs and star proficiency badge. 1954 dated label to the interior.

686

British Royal Tank Regiment Officers Battle Dress Blouse, fine example of a 1949 pattern BD blouse badged to Captain (TA) serving
with 41st Royal Tank Regiment, 42nd Division. 1954 dated size label to the interior.

689

Women’s Royal Army Corps Ulster Battle Dress Uniform Set, consisting of 1951 pattern battle dress blouse with embroidered
regimental shoulder titles and separate “ULSTER” underneath, embroidered Northern Ireland district formation sign. Three part medal
bar and twist cord lanyard. Accompanied by 195 ...[more]

698

Oil Painting of Royal Air Force Officer in Full Parade Dress, fine oil on canvas painting of a RAF officer wearing his full dress uniform
with pilots wing above medals for WW2 service. Housed in a period frame. Reverse of the canvas inked “Air Cdre C H Simpson painted
as a Group Captain before award ...[more]

699

Good Quality Indian Bidri Ware Box c.1920-1945, lid inlaid with engraved silver on a raised field with R.A.F. badge surmounted by the
King's crown, sides of the box nicely inlaid with bands of flowering foliage and geometrical devices. Dimensions 12x8x5cms. Good
condition. Provenance:&nb ...[more]

700

WW1 Royal Flying Corps (R.F.C) Headdress Grouping, consisting of fine officers forage cap in khaki cloth with crowned RFC front
buttons, bronze officers RFC cap badge fitted. Interior retains a fine quality quilted lining with a velvet sweatband. Remains of the gilt
tooled tailors details to the ins ...[more]

709

Early Civil Aviation British European Airways Ensign, fine RAF style ensign with union flag to the corner and separately applied in white
cotton “B E A” running vertically. Cloth taped edge with rope, the edge is stamped “BRITH ESCORT AIR” in purple ink. Shows some
wear but generally good condition. ...[more]

711

Rare Signed Letter of Royal Air Force Victoria Cross Winner Sergeant John Hannah VC (1921-1947), the handwritten single page letter
is in reply to a request of an autographed photograph of Hannah, something which he was unable to provide, “I have had so many
requests I have run out of supplies and c ...[more]

712

American Aviation Hero Jimmy Doolittle Signed Photograph, black and white photograph of General James Doolittle signed to the lower
section in black ink. Remains in good condition overall. James Doolittle was an American aviation pioneer and recipient of the
Congressional Medal of Honour for the dar ...[more]

713

American Aviation Hero Jimmy Doolittle Signature, black and white card with scene of American Air Force interest, signed to the side in
black ink by James “Jimmy” Doolittle. Inked to the bottom of the card “GENERAL JAMES DOOLITTLE U.S.A.A.F CHIEF”. Some wear to
the card but signature remains clear. ...[more]

714

Enamel Factory Sign for Aircraft Manufacturers Boulton & Paul Ltd Norwich, fine blue enamel sign with white lettering, “MAKERS
BOULTON & PAUL LTD NORWICH”. Six fixing holes to the enamel sign. Some areas of chipping and rusting but generally good
condition. 102 x 23 cms at its widest and hig ...[more]

719

EIIR Royal Air Force Officers Mess Dress Jacket, fine example with anodised buttons, bullion flight engineers mess dress brevet wing
and bullion sleeve badge. Good condition.

720

Very Unusual Soviet Russian Astronauts Flight Suit of Vladimir Titov, Who was on the Failed Mission to Salyut Space Station on 26th
September 1983, the two piece flight suit in brown cloth with yellow zips, consists of the flight jacket and jump suit with long front zip and
lower knee zip pockets. T ...[more]

721

Well-Made Decorative Copy of a Scottish Highlanders Shield Targe in the 18th Century Manner, leather covered wood, secured by iron
tacks to reverse, face applied ornamental brass studs, leather with incised radial lines, reverse with remains of enarmes. Diameter
46cms. Good condition.

733

Victorian Officers Shoulder Belt Pouch of the 9th (Queen’s Royal) Lancers, solid gilt copper flap deeply chased with crowned AR cipher
upon frosted ground within ornamental oak wreath border, red leather pouch with bullion embroidered top, gilt studs and mounts. Length
19cms. Fine conditio ...[more]

753

Rare 3rd Battalion (Militia) The Leicestershire Regiment Drum Majors Sash, fine example of the full dress example with large bullion
embroidered crowned regimental insignia to the centre, battle honours for VESTIGIA, NULLA and RETRORSUM. Fine bands of
brocade braid to the body. Red leather covering ...[more]

756

Victorian The Queens Own (Staffordshire) Royal Yeomanry Undress Shoulder Scales, fine white metal shoulder scales with regimental
buttons to the end of both. Padded velvet cloth to the underside of both. Dark patina to the bodies.

769

WW1 British 1908 Pattern Webbing Equipment Set, being a miss-matched set consisting of large waist belt, cross straps marked MECO
1918, Left and right hand ammunition pouches, side pack inked with regimental details “2. E.Y.R” to the reverse and MECO 1918 to
underside of flap, 1907 pattern bayonet w ...[more]

773

WW1 British Spade, with wooden haft having “T” shaped handle. Steel spade top with remains of what appears to be a 1918 date.
Spade head is painted black and then in white “FRANCE 1914-1918”. Spade head heavily pitted.

791

WW1 British 1916 Adams Folding Trench Periscope in Original Carry Case, superb example of the wooden folding trench periscope
made by Adams. The scope still retains the original 1916 dated paper label to the body. Housed in its original canvas carry case with
shoulder strap. Inside of the case retai ...[more]

818

British Officers Equipment Grouping, consisting of brown leather pistol holster, ammunition pouch and glass water bottle in brown
leather holder. (3 items)

820

Extremely Rare 1st Model Twin Tube Airborne Forces Folding Bicycle, this type of bike was the first model design with twin tubes
leading to the leather seat, this was soon replaced with the more common found single tube versions. This example retains nearly all of
its original paint finish to the fr ...[more]

821

Vickers Machine Gun Spare Parts Case, brown leather pouch / case with separate carry strap. Stamped to the front “.303 VICKERS
GUN P.I. 1941”. Good overall condition.

822

WW2 British Royal Navy Ensign of HM Submarine Visgoth, standard WW2 period Royal Navy cotton ensign with enforced taped edge
having rope and brass fitting. Inked to the lower section of the flag is “H.M SUBMARINE VISGOTH 8th MARCH 1944”. Some small
holes but generally good condition. Accompanied by ...[more]

823

WW2 British 2nd Infantry Division Marked Road Marker, interesting metal road sign with the remains of the painted details to the centre,
to the top corner you can made out the formation sign for the 2nd Infantry division (crossed keys). Complete with the metal stake to the
reverse. Some rusting and ...[more]

826

Gulf War Operation Desert Storm Sealed Pattern Boot, sand coloured single left sided suede ankle boot with direct moulded sole. One
of several types of desert boots hurriedly bought from trade on the outbreak of the Gulf War. Standard pattern label attached dated 181-91.

831

Inert WW1 British No23 Grenade, with its spring and plunger. Body stamped “M & c”. Base plate “No23 T A & S 12/16”. Complete with
steel rod and a launching pannier, the launching pannier however we believe to be a excellent quality reproduction. This lot is inert
(Empty and Safe) and legal t ...[more]

835

Inert WW1 British No2 Hales Cotton Powder Ltd “Mexican” Rifle Grenade, generally good example with the brass work having the Hales
stamping. Complete with the steel rod. This lot is inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house
post and packing on this lot. Ple ...[more]

836

Inert WW1 British No2 Rifle Grenade, upper body section of a No2 rifle grenade with stampings to the body. Missing the rod. This lot is
inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house post and packing on this lot. Please make sure that
you are able to make collec ...[more]

842

Inert WW1 British No15 Ball Grenade, generally good example of a British ball grenade with a blackened finish. Some pitting to the
body. This lot is inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house post and packing on this lot. Please
make sure that you are able t ...[more]

845

2x Inert WW1 Battye Grenades, both being battlefield excavated examples, one appears to have the remains of the original fuse the
other with a replacement friction fuse. (2 items) This lot is inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in
house post and packing on thi ...[more]

846

Inert WW1 British Stokes Mortar Projectile with All Way Fuse, being a relic excavated example. No visible markings. This lot is inert
(Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house post and packing on this lot. Please make sure that you
are able to make collection of ...[more]

847

Inert WW1 British Stokes Mortar Projectile, being a semi relic excavated example which has been re-painted. No visible markings. This
lot is inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house post and packing on this lot. Please make
sure that you are able to make c ...[more]

848

Inert WW1 French Model 1914 Ball Grenade, blackened steel body stamped to the underside “PB”. Complete with a wooden top plug.
Generally good condition. This lot is inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house post and
packing on this lot. Please make sure tha ...[more]

853

Inert German Model 1913 Rifle Grenade, good semi-relic example of the classic German rifle grenade used in WW1. Un-screwable
body to the grenade, with brass base plate and steel rod. Some corrosion and wear to the grenade body. This lot is inert (Empty and
Safe) and legal to own in the UK. We are no ...[more]

859

Inert WW1 German Egg Grenade, good example with black painted body. Complete with the fuse. This lot is inert (Empty and Safe) and
legal to own in the UK. We are not able to offer in house post and packing on this lot. Please make sure that you are able to make
collection of this lot if you bid. Ple ...[more]

860

Inert WW1 German Anti-Tank Mine / Grenade, good example of the primitive anti-tank mine designed and brought into service by the
German army in September 1918. Complete with the wooden handle. Metal body with some dents and a couple of small holes. This lot
is inert (Empty and Safe) and legal to own ...[more]

873

Zulu Chiefs Knobkerrie, dark hardwood example with small bulbous mushroom shaped type head with small little staple type wire
sections. The two tone shaft with two sections of two tone wire binding, indicating a level of rank / status. 83cms in length.

883

5x Assorted Kris Blades comprising a double edge Moro example (edge nicks), a wavy blade, and 3 straight blades, retaining 2 sheaths
and a hilt. Average poor condition

884

3x Assorted Indonesian Spear Heads, mounted as daggers comprising 22cms pamor head in carved wooden hilt and sheath; another
with 18cms pamor blade, plain wood sheath and hilt; and another with slender 21cms pamor blade and wooden hilt. Average quit good
condition

885

6lb British Cannon Ball, relic iron cannon ball mounted onto a wooden stand. Vendor states recovered from the Old Dover road near
Tonbridge when road improvements were being made to the A21 in the 1950’s.

904

French Napoleonic Naval Officers Regulation Dirk, Circa 1805, straight tapered blade cut with a central fuller and etched with foliate
motifs, recurved brass crosspiece with anchor in relief on each side, fluted horn grip with octagonal brass pommel. Blade 39cms. Wellworn overall, some moderate pit ...[more]

910

British 1827 Pattern Infantry Officers Sword of the Edinburgh Volunteer Rifles, blade by Millan & Mann, George St, Edinburgh etched
with crowned EVR, thistles, strung bugle and crossed lances, regulation iron guard, wire bound fish skin covered grip, in its steel
scabbard. Blade 82cms. Good cond ...[more]

928

British 1912 George V Cavalry Sword Middlesex Yeomanry by Wilkinson, numbered 52301, regulation pattern officers sword with large
dish guard, stepped pommel and grip retaining the wire binding. Housed in the leather field service scabbard. Regulation pattern blade
with Wilkinson makers mark and numb ...[more]

969

Privately Made Trench Dagger, with brass pommel, grip with copper wire binding and short brass cross guard. Housed in its leather
scabbard with belt loop. Partial double edged blade with blued central fuller and gilt lion with sword emblem to the lower section. Blade
12cms, overall 25cms. PLEASE SEE ...[more]

980

George Wostenholm & Son Ltd Bowie Knife, fine example with stag horn two slab grips. Housed in its studded leather covered scabbard
with gilt tooled decoration. Clipped bowie type blade measuring 25cms in length, overall 39 ½ cms. PLEASE SEE AUCTION
INFORMATION IN RELATION TO THE SHIPPING OF SWO ...[more]

981

Large Hunting Knife by Cox Co Ltd Sheffield, large hunting knife with clipped polished steel blade having Cox Co Ltd Sheffield makers
details. Housed in its tan leather rivetted scabbard. Remains in excellent condition. Blade 20cms, overall 35cms. PLEASE SEE
AUCTION INFORMATION IN RELATION TO THE SH ...[more]

1004

Rare Deactivated WW2 French MAS-38 Sub Machine Gun of Captain R D George South Wales Borderers / Parachute Regiment,
excellent example of the scarce French sub machine gun which was produced in extremely small number, believed to be around 1950
pre the German occupation of France. This example has t ...[more]

1009

.177” Barrel Cocking Quackenbush Type Air Rifle, octagonal barrel numbered 5450 on the face, open sights, adjustable trigger pull, iron
mounts. Overall 89cms, barrel 47.5cms. Good condition, age wear overall, stock drilled for (missing) target sight.

1010

.177” Barrel Cocking Quackenbush Type Air Rifle, octagonal barrel, open sights, adjustable trigger pull, traces of numbers stamped on
locking catch, iron mounts. Overall 94cms, barrel 51cms. Good condition, age wear overall.

1012

.22” Tap Loading Lincoln Jeffries Improved Model D BSA Air Rifle c.1912 No. L5586, adjustable rearsight and locking trigger pull,
underlever cocking (locking stud repaired), walnut stock with chequered grip. Good condition, well worn with lightly rusted finish
overall. Length 102cms, ...[more]

1018

Enamelled Plaque Featuring Kaiser Wilhelm II in Garde du Corps Uniform, oval plaque with blue enamelled background and black and
white profile image of the Kaiser in Garde du Corps parade uniform. Some crazing and wear. Possibly come from a larger memorial
piece. 15 ½ x 11 ½ cms.

1021

WW1 German Memorial, fine quality marble table memorial with brass 1914 Iron Cross to the top, oval brass laurel wreath encircling a
photograph of a WW1 German NCO, brass plaque to the bottom impressed “Er starb den HELDENTOD fur’s VATERLAND”, two plinths
to the side with circular plaques having rel ...[more]

1022

WW1 German Iron Mortar, the centre having relief of an Artillery field gun and the other side 1914-1918. Stands 11 ½ cms.

1028

Imperial German Regimental Stein 21st Infantry Regiment, fine example of a glazed 1 ½ litre stein with central image of an Imperial
German soldier with regimental shoulder strap, motto and state national colours shield. Pewter top with Imperial style eagle as the lever.
Some wear to the decoration b ...[more]

1029

Imperial German Regimental Stein of the Bavarian 21st Infantry Regiment, fine porcelain stein with coloured scenes of Bavarian soldiers
in the field, at rest and the garrison town. Centre of the stein with the Bavarian motto and the Bavarian king. Regimental details to the
top section. Decorative pe ...[more]

1030

Imperial German Regimental Stein of the Bavarian 7th Infantry Regiment (Prinz Leopold), fine porcelain stein with coloured military
scenes, Kaiser Wilhelm II & Prinz Leopold of Bavaria to the centre. Regimental details and patriotic slogans to the body. Complete with
the pewter top which has Bav ...[more]

1031

Imperial German Regimental Stein of the Bavarian 7th Infantry Regiment (Prinz Leopold), fine porcelain stein with coloured military
scenes, regimental commanding officer & Prinz Leopold of Bavaria to the centre. Regimental details and patriotic slogans to the body.
Complete with the pewter top. ...[more]

1034

Imperial German 3rd Kompanie Garde Train Battalion Commemorative Smoking Pipe, large multipiece smoking pipe whish unscrews.
Regimental details to the centre of the pipe. Complete with its porcelain pipe bowl with military scenes and regimental details. Pewter
top in the form of a pickelhaube. Gener ...[more]

1035

Imperial German 4th Kompanie Infanterie Regiment Nr 69 Commemorative Smoking Pipe, fine large multipiece smoking pipe which
unscrews. Regimental details to the centre of the pipe. Complete with the porcelain pipe bowl with military scenes. Pipe bowl top in the
form of a Prussian Pickelhaube. Some we ...[more]

1036

Imperial German 4th Kompanie Fusilier Artillery Regiment Nr 10 Commemorative Smoking Pipe, large multie piece smoking pipe with
porcelain bowl having scenes of Imperial German troops on sentry and at leisure time. Regimental details printed to the rear section of
the pipe bowl. Pewter pickelhaube to ...[more]

1039

Wooden Mould of Imperial German Interest, the mould having images of a German Uhlan and Infantry soldier in uniform. Measures 62
½ x 12cms.

1041

Interesting Imperial German Navy Book “Deutschland zur See – Deutsche Kriegsschiffe in zerlegbaren Modellen“, the book has
coloured illustration of German battleship and German torpedo boat which you can then pull down the sections to show various parts of
the ship with a numbered index identifying ...[more]

1045

Imperial German 1914 Iron Cross 1st Class Brought Home as a Souvenir by Sergeant George Stedman Brazier 3rd Battalion South
Staffordshire Regiment, good untouched example of a 1914 1st class Iron Cross with the remains of the finish to the centre of the
award. Complete with pin and catch fixing to t ...[more]

1047

Imperial German 1914 Iron Cross 2nd Class with Citation Prussian Garde-Grenadier Regiment Nr 1, fine standard 1914 Iron Cross 2nd
class complete with its original ribbon. Medal is accompanied by the original 1917 dated award citation, awarding the medal to a private
in the Prussian Garde Grenadier R ...[more]

1050

3x Imperial German 1914 Iron Cross 2nd Class Medals, all being good examples with patinas to the frames. One with the ribbon ring
stamped “RSCH”. Two medals with replacement ribbons. (3 items)

1051

Imperial German 1914 Iron Cross 2nd Class Austrian Issue, fine example stamped “KO” to the ribbon ring. Complete with the rarely
encountered Austrian style ribbon mount. Good condition.

1062

Imperial German / Austrian Cloth Insignia, interesting large piece of grey cloth with “K G” to the centre. Mounted onto a bord backing
with a ink written label in German. Accompanied by a small arm badge believed to have been worn by the Czech Legion during WW1,
large yellow star above white over re ...[more]

1064

Rare Imperial German Vice Admirals Flag, good untouched example of an Imperial German large flag for that of a Vice Admiral, with
large Maltese cross to the centre and single small circle to the top corner. Enforced taped edge with rope and remains of ink stampings.
The flag has faded and worn. Meas ...[more]

1067

Imperial German Kaiserliche Reichskrieg Pennant, fine cotton pennant in the form of an Imperial German battle flag. Double sided and
mounted onto an alloy pole fitting with a circular top of a camping scene. Attached to the pole is another small triangular pennant with a
town crest to the centre. Bo ...[more]

1068

WW1 German Prussian 1914 Dated Bugle, fine brass bugle with nickel silver end section. Circular cartouche with Prussian eagle to the
centre. Mainz maker stamp and 1914 date. Accompanied by a long mouth piece (possibly replaced). Some denting to the body of the
bugle.

1069

WW1 German 1917 Dated Tent Pole Case, field grey cloth tent pole case with brown leather securing straps with metal buckles.
Underside of the top flap has ink makers stamp which is dated 1916 and also the issue stamp “B.A IX 1917”. Good condition.

1070

WW1 German Landsturm Infantry Battalion Marked Enlisted Ranks Bread Bag, fine example of a typical WW1 period German bread
bag, made from canvas cloth. Complete with the belt loops and front ring for the fitting of the water bottle. Underside of the flap has a
stitched name label, but the details ar ...[more]

1072

Scarce WW1 German Minenwerfer Spare Charge Case, the case with its lid stencilled in white “m. W M”. Interior of the case is empty
but impressed “m.W.M Oben”. Some wear. Very rare item to find.

1077

WW1 German Equipment Pouch, interesting heavy canvas equipment pouch with open top and two brown leather belt loops fitted to the
rear. To the front in red paint is “612”. Possibly worn as a small grenade bag by stormtroopers or a privately fashioned item of
equipment by a soldier at the front.

1079

WW1 German M-1915 Prussian Other Ranks Belt Buckle, fine example of the 1915 pattern all steel belt buckle for Prussian troops, still
complete with its brown leather tab which has impressed makers details. Much of the original finish remains to the buckle.

1083

WW1 German M-1915 Wurttemberg Other Ranks Belt Buckle, all steel model 1915 other ranks belt buckle for the state of Wurttemberg.
Complete with the fittings to the reverse. Field grey paint worn away.

1085

WW1 German M-1915 Saxon Other Ranks Belt Buckle, fine example of the all steel M-15 pattern belt buckle with crown to the centre
and Saxon state motto “PROVIDENTIAE MEMOR”. Complete with the fittings to the reverse. Very good example retaining much of the
original field grey paint finish.

1086

Rare Imperial German Wurttemberg Standard Bearers Gorget, gilt metal kidney shaped gorget with frosted silver crossed standards
flanking crowned monogram of King Wilhelm II of Wurttemberg and oak leaf cluster to the ends of each side. Reverse with blue grey felt
backing cloth. Linked neck chain in g ...[more]

1090

WW1 German Deer Hoof Fighting Knife, very good example of a WW1 German trench fighting knife with a deer’s hoof as the handle,
brass Ferrell and steel “S” shaped cross guard. Housed in the original leather scabbard with belt loop mount, detached at top. Single
edged blade with makers mark to one sid ...[more]

1096

Four Large Pieces of Shrapnel Collected from the Battlefield of the Western Front in 1918, one example with a handwritten paper label
attached giving details in German.

1099

Pre-WW1 Imperial German 2nd Lieb-Hussar Regiment Nr2 Enlisted Ranks Feldmutze (Kratzchen), scarce example of the black wool
field cap with white piping to the crown and bordering the black central band. The cap is missing all of its insignia which would have
once been present. Interior with a cloth ...[more]

1102

Scarce WW1 Imperial German Lubeck / Hamburg Enlisted Ranks Field Cap “Kratzchen”, untouched example of a field grey field cap
with red piping and red central band. Cap is complete with original Reichs pattern and Lubeck / Hamburg cockade. Interior with cloth
lining which you can just see the remains ...[more]

1104

Scarce Imperial German Hesse Reserve Enlisted Ranks Pickelhaube Helmet Plate, fine example of the brass other ranks helmet plate
for the state of Hesse with the reserve cross to the lower section. Missing the fittings from the reverse but still a good example of a hard
to find helmet plate.

1105

WW1 German Prussian Garde Enlisted Ranks Pickelhaube Helmet Plate, superb example of a Prussian brass garde pattern
pickelhaube helmet plate with the starburst to the centre of the eagles chest. Complete with the loops to the reverse. Very good example
of a hard to find helmet plate in un-damaged co ...[more]

1114

Imperial German Prussian Regimentally Marked Other Ranks Pickelhaube, fine untouched example of a other ranks pickelhaube with
brass other ranks patten Prussian helmet plate to the centre, brass front trim, rear spine, circular spike base with domed rivets and other
ranks pattern spike. Helmet is co ...[more]

1121

Scarce Imperial German Prussian Stabsordonnanzen (Staff Orderlies) Enlisted Ranks Helmet, fine example of a M-1895 pattern
blackened steel Jager zu Pferde style metal lobster tail helmet with large brass other ranks Prussian cavalry eagle helmet plate to the
centre, brass front trim, edge, and cro ...[more]

1130

Imperial German Civil Service Coatee Tunic, interesting black cloth coatee style tunic tailored with an open collar. Large collar litzen and
large circular buttons with Imperial Prussian style eagle within a crowned chain border. Half cloth lined to the interior with remains of ink
stampings.

1131

Imperial German Prussian Administrative Officers Parade Tunic, fine pre-WW1 example of the dark blue “Dunkelblau” parade tunic with
high collar. White piped collar, front, cuffs and rear skirt. Plain plated domed tunic buttons. Pair of parade pattern “Banjo” style
epaulettes with gilt rank pip and P ...[more]

1133

Imperial German Prussian Garde / 5th Flieger Abteilung Field Grey Tunic, fine privately made enlisted ranks field grey tunic with red
piped front, collar and cuffs. Prussian enlisted ranks buttons to the front, shoulders, rear skirt and cuffs. Long Garde regiment collar
litzen and cuff decoration. T ...[more]

1134

WW1 Turkish Cavalry Troopers Sword, with polished brass knuckle guard, plain langet and plain pommel. Leather covered grip. Housed
in its steel scabbard with single hanging ring. Curved blade with fuller to the back edge. Blade 84 ½ cms, overall 103cms.

1135

Rare Imperial German Naval Officers Sword for Land Based Marines, fine example with fold up guard having central Imperial crowned
anchor within laurel wreath. Fine knuckle guard with relief of oak leaf vines. Lion head pommel without glass eyes. Black shagreen grip
with wire binding. Plain gilt bras ...[more]

1138

Imperial German Bavarian Infantry Officers Sword, with polished gilt knuckle guard and plain pommel. Fish skin covered grip with wire
binding. Black over painted nickel scabbard indicating field use. Curved plated blade with Bavarian motto and foliage to the centre of
both sides of the blade. Makers ...[more]

1140

Imperial German Naval Officers Sword of Fregattenkapitan Emil Dohnke who’s Naval Career Span from 1896-1944, fine gilt metal
knuckle guard with fine relief, folding guard with crowned fouled anchor, lion head pommel with red and green jewelled eyes. Remains
of the wire binding to the ivory grip. Rea ...[more]

1141

German Stahlhelmbund Flag Bearers Gorget, heavy shield gorget with cast central Imperial eagle over oval oak leaves wreath, having
central steel helmet (Stahlhelm) set upon crossed flags. Linked nickel silver neck chain attached. Quite crudely made item.

1154

Prisoner of War Postcard Sent by Dr Robert Ley to Madelaine Wanderer, The Estonian Ballet Dancer He Had a Relationship After the
Death of His Wife, the card dated 23 Sept 1945, is written in pencil “had great sorrow and anxiety about you', but does now know why,
continuing 'It was suddenly as if I h ...[more]

1196

Third Reich Police Bayonet by Alexander Coppel Solingen, good example with finely detailed top pommel in the form of the eagles
head. Two piece stag horn grips with aluminium police eagle emblem to the centre. Cross guard with oakleaves relief to the obverse, the
reverse only has partial oakleaves w ...[more]

1197

Third Reich Police Bayonet by Alexander Coppel Solingen, good example with finely detailed top pommel in the form of the eagles
head. Two piece stag horn grips with aluminium police eagle emblem to the centre. Cross guard with oakleaves relief to the obverse, the
reverse only has partial oakleaves w ...[more]

1206

Third Reich Forestry Cutlass / Dagger by E & F Horster Solingen, being a gilded aluminium hilt with the down turned clamshell having
relief of a stag, oakleaves relief to the knuckle guard and the Ferrell with a eagle and swastika. It would appear that at one time
someone has tried to erase ...[more]

1219

Set of German Dagger Hangers, being brocade with two red stripes down the centre and grey cloth backing. Complete with aluminium
fittings from WW2 German dagger. Possibly post war East German or Eastern Block nation?

1237

Third Reich Bar to the Iron Cross 1st Class, good example retaining much of its original finish. Award is complete with needle pin and
catch fixing to the reverse.

1239

Third Reich Bar to the Iron Cross 2nd Class Being Scalloped Edge to Date Box Type, fine example retaining nearly all of the frosted
silver finish to the obverse of the award. Complete with set of prong fittings and mounted to a piece of 1914 Iron Cross ribbon.

1240

Rare WW1 / WW2 German 1936 Olympics Court Mounted Medal Group of Six, superb and scarce court mounted medal group
consisting of 1914 Iron Cross 2nd class, Third Reich War Service Cross 2nd Class with Swords, 1914-18 Honour Cross with Swords,
1936 Olympic Games medal, RAD (Labour Service) 12 Year Lon ...[more]

1256

WW2 German Black Wound Badge by Eduard Hann, Oberstein / Nahe, fine example retaining nearly all of the original black finish. Thin
brass pin to the reverse and complete with its catch. Badge is marked to the top “EH” and lower part marked with number “126”. Scarce
maker to find.

1263

Miniature WW2 German Army / Waffen-SS General Assault Badge in Silver, fine quality miniature of the General Assault combat badge
with stickpin fitting to the reverse. Much of the silver wash finish remains to the award.

1264

WW2 German Army / Waffen-SS Silver Grade Close Combat Clasp by Friedrich Linden Ludenscheid, zinc example of the close combat
clasp with remains of the silver wash finish to the obverse of the award. Reverse you can see more of the silver wash finish. Horizontal
pin to the reverse with the hinge and ...[more]

1276

Third Reich NSDAP 15 Year Long Service Cross in Original Box of Issue by Hauptmunzamt, Wien, superb example of the Political long
service medal retaining nearly all of the original frosted silver finish to the frame of the award and perfect un-damaged blue enamel to
both the obverse and reverse of t ...[more]

1293

Third Reich Female RAD (Labour Service) Long Service Medal, fine example with remains of the original finish to the highlights. Medal
is missing its ring and ribbon. Accompanied by a female section RAD brooch with pin fitting to the reverse. (2 items)

1299

WW2 German Red Cross Grouping, consisting of Ausweis with good uniform photo and franking, with neck badge, silver mothers cross,
day badge and ration sheet. (5 items)

1306

Third Reich NS Frauenschaft Enamel Badge, good example of the large type enamel triangular membership badge complete with its pin
and catch fixing to the reverse. Marked RZM 92 to the reverse. Accompanied by another type NS Frauenschaft badge with its pin and
catch fixing, marked RZM M1/34. Both gen ...[more]

1316

Third Reich DRKB Veterans Association Shooting Badge, interesting example being the emblem of the DRKB with crossed rifles below.
Complete with stickpin fitting to the reverse.

1322

Third Reich Veterans Association DRKB 50 Years Membership Pin, fine example of the enamel membership / honour pin with enamel
centre having association emblem, within golden oakleaves mount and black enamelled “50” to the top. Reverse with stick pin fitting to
the reverse

1323

Third Reich Veterans Association DRKB 25 Years Membership Pin, fine example of the enamel membership / honour pin with enamel
centre having association emblem, within silver oakleaves mount and black enamelled “25” to the top. Reverse with stick pin fitting to
the reverse

1336

2x German Veterans Associations Stickpins, both being the enamelled type, one with swastika and one pre-Third Reich period without
swastika. Both with pins to the reverse. (2 items)

1351

4x WW2 German Identity Discs, three are battlefield excavated examples, including one for the Waffen-SS, details not clear. One zinc
disc stamped “218 3./U-S. 4d. Lw”. (4 items)

1353

Pair of Third Reich NSDAP Ortsgruppe Hauptstellenleiter Collar Tabs, fine pair of early pattern political leaders collar tabs piped in blue
for Ortsgruppe level. Two “L” rows of brocade with swastika pattern. One tab with the RZM label to the reverse. Generally a good
matched pair.

1359

Third Reich NSDAP Political Armband, fine example of a wool NSDAP swastika armband with a multipiece central swastika. Interior with
remains of a ink organisation of GAU stamp.

1373

WW2 German Luftwaffe 1st Pattern Tunic Breast Eagle, fine example of a bullion embroidered droop tail pattern officer tunic breast
eagle. Shows evidence of removal from a tunic, but still good condition.

1374

5x WW2 German Luftwaffe Other Ranks Cap Eagles, all being machine embroidered other ranks examples on Luftwaffe blue / grey
cloth. All generally good condition. Some show evidence of removal from a cap.

1383

WW2 German Hitler Youth Armband, good example of the standard armband worn by members of the German youth movement during
WW2. No label to the interior.

1385

WW2 German Hitler Youth Armband, good example of a cotton armband with multipiece black swastika in diamond shape to the centre.
No label to the interior.

1394

WW2 German Infantry NCO’s Peaked Cap, fine quality example produced in a doeskin wool cloth. White piping to the crown and
bordering the central band. Fine quality cap eagle and officers cockade. Patent NCO’s pattern chinstrap with plain black side buttons.
Interior of the cap with brown leather swe ...[more]

1398

WW2 German Army Administration Officers Peaked Cap, fine example of a German army administration section peaked cap in finely
ribbed tricot material with dark green piping to the crown and bordering the central band. Bullion officers cap eagle and bullion officers
cockade. Officers chin cords with p ...[more]

1402

Rare WW2 German Afrikakorps Panzer Grenadier M-41 Field Cap, fine example of a lightweight tropical cloth M-41 field cap with bevo
tropical pattern enlisted ranks cap eagle with zig zag stitching around, bevo tropical pattern cap cockade with panzer grenadier
soutache. Cap has zinc side gromets with ...[more]

1404

Third Reich Nationalsozialistisches Fliegerkorps (N.S.F.K) Enlisted Ranks Kepi, near mint condition of the short kepi headdress worn by
early members of the NSFK organisation. Blue grey wool with yellow piping to the crown and bordering the centre flap and front.
Aluminium kepi eagle and single pebb ...[more]

1406

WW2 German Luftwaffe Hermann Goring Division NCO’s Peaked Cap, good example of a standard Luftwaffe NCO’s peaked cap in
blue grey wool with white piping to the crown and bordering the central black ribbed band. NCO’s patent chinstrap with plain black
domed buttons. Interior retains the original leat ...[more]

1407

Luftwaffe Hermann Goring Division Overseas / Side Cap, in blue grey wool cloth with white piping to the curtain. Other ranks Luftwaffe
cap eagle and other ranks pattern cockade. Interior with standard cloth lining which has remains of the ink issue stamp.

1409

WW2 German Kriegsmarine Overseas / Side Cap, fine example of the standard blue wool enlisted ranks overseas / side cap with bevo
enlisted ranks Kriegsmarine cap eagle and cockade. The side of the cap is embroidered “Franzi” within a border with a four leaf clover
one side and the other a heart with ...[more]

1425

German Reichswehr Steel Combat Helmet, good example of a M-16 steel helmet shell which retains much of its original field grey
overpaint and painted Reichswehr periods national tri-colour to the side. Interior of the helmet retains the original three white leather
liner pads on metal (M-17) liner ba ...[more]

1427

WW2 German Army M-35 Double Decal Steel Combat Helmet, excellent example of a M-35 pattern steel combat helmet which has
followed the 1940 regulations and has been overpainted with a rough textured combat paint finish to the exterior of the shell, with just
remains of the national tri-colour now vis ...[more]

1436

WW2 German Third Reich Fire Police War Art Helmet, being a standard German fire police double decal helmet with the aluminium top
comb. Helmet retains the original Police decal and the party shield decal, both about 95% complete. Top of the helmet has been painted
with the place names that the allie ...[more]

1442

WW2 German M-43 Combat Tunic, superb example of a Model 1943 German army combat tunic which is constructed in typical field
grey wool with four pockets without pleats. Original bevo tunic breast eagle. Infantry enlisted ranks collar litzen and original pair of
infantry white piped M-43 pattern enlis ...[more]

1445

WW2 German Luftwaffe Officers Flieger Blouse, produced in a fine Luftwaffe blue / grey wool with concealed button front and two lower
pockets. Complete with the original officers bullion tunic eagle, flight section collar patches and officers shoulder boards for rank of
Leutnant. Two sets of award l ...[more]

1447

WW2 German Luftwaffe Leather Pilots Jacket, fine example of a private purchase brown leather short double breasted four pocket flying
jacket with pressed leather football style ball buttons. Slip on Luftwaffe flight section shoulder boards for a Hauptmann. Pin back
Luftwaffe aluminium breast eagle t ...[more]

1448

WW2 German Luftwaffe Summer Pattern One Piece Flight Suit “Sommerfliegerkombie”, very good example with fully working zips.
Being the pattern with the emergency ring pull for quick removal from wounded aircrew. Interior with Berlin manufacturers label of Karl
Heisler and also a label for a Wurttembe ...[more]

1449

WW2 German Luftwaffe Winter Flight Suit “Winterfliegerkombie” for Flying Over Water, fine example of the heavy brown leather brown
wool lined one piece flight suit manufactured by Karl Heisler, Berlin. This suit is without the horizontal zip fly opening to the crutch area
but with the emergency ring ...[more]

1451

Scarce WW2 German Kriegsmarine Coastal Artillery Officers Combat Tunic, fine quality field grey wool four pocket officers combat tunic
with a beautifully embroidered coastal artillery officers tunic breast eagle in gold wire with black cloth outlining for definition. Officers
shoulder boards with si ...[more]

1454

WW2 German R.A.D (Labour Service) Enlisted Ranks Tunic, fine four pocket brown wool enlisted ranks tunic for the labour service.
Dark brown collar retaining plain black collar patches. Pebbled buttons to the front and pockets. Inside with brown cotton lining having
black ink issue stamps. Remains in ...[more]

1456

Third Reich Bahnschutzpolizei Full Uniform Grouping, consisting of enlisted ranks peaked cap in blue / grey wool with grey piping to the
crown and bordering the black central band. Aluminium Bahnshutz pattern cap eagle and correct pattern aluminium cockade with
winged wheel to the lower section. Com ...[more]

1461

Third Reich B.D.M (Bund Deutscher Madel) Jacket, good example of a suede short pattern jacket with four pockets as worn by
members of the German Female Youth movement. Jacket is complete with the correct B.D.M organisation buttons. To one arm is a
white on black district triangle insignia for Sudost ...[more]

1462

Scarce German Der Stahlhelmbund Belt and Buckle, fine example of the organisation belt buckle in form of Prussian style eagle holding
a shield with organisation emblem to the centre. Retains nearly all of the original field grey / green paint finish. Complete with brown
leather belt. Some light scuf ...[more]

1464

Third Reich NSDAP Political Leaders Belt and Buckle, good example of a brown leather NSDAP political leaders belt with gilt aluminium
fitting catch and an original NSDAP political belt buckle with the reverse having RZM M4/46. Some scuffing to the brown leather belt but
still a good example overall.

1465

WW2 German Luftwaffe Officers Brocade Belt and Buckle, fine example being a brocade pattern parade belt with Luftwaffe blue / grey
backing cloth to the reverse. Oval parade pattern buckle with gilt metal 1st pattern droop tail eagle to the centre. Grey leather backing
section stamped “GES GESCH”. So ...[more]

1479

Rare Pair of WW2 German Afrikakorps / Tropical Ankle Boots, fine pair of tropical canvas and brown leather short ankle boots as issued
to Luftwaffe troops of the Afrikakorps and in Italy. Complete with the original soles with rusted nail studs. The boots remain in generally
very good overall conditi ...[more]

1489

Rare Pair of Streamers for the Luftwaffe 4x4 Regimental Standarte, flat bullion wire braid with black and red strips to the edges and
bullion tassels to the ends. Near mint condition without any oxidisation.

1501

Third Reich NSDAP Standarte, red cotton flag with central swastika in black on white circular backing to the centre. Silver wire fringing
to three sides of the flag. Some small holes and some loss to the fringing. Measures 139 x 117cms.

1507

Scarce Female R.A.D (Labour Service) Flag, unusual to find rectangular type barracks flag for a female RAD section with the emblem of
the organisation to the centre of the flag. Complete with the enforced taped edge having rope and metal clip fittings. The flag remains in
near mint condition. Measur ...[more]

1509

Third Reich Female Organisation “NAT SOZ FRAUENSCHAFT“ Banner, fine example of a large triangular banner in the design of the
triangular membership badge for the Frauenschaft. Flag produced in a crochet style embroidery with large central swastika. Reverse of
the flag ins in red cloth with yellow ch ...[more]

1510

Third Reich N.S.R.L Sports Association Flag, fine large printed cotton flag for the German NSRL sports association with eagle emblem
to the centre. To the edge of the flag is cloth pole tabs. Some small holes mostly to the centre of the flag and fold marks, but still a good
example. Measures 144 x 1 ...[more]

1511

Third Reich N.S.B.O Funeral Sash, fine example of a Third Reich funeral sash produced in a salmon pink watered silk cloth with bow
top. One arm of the sash has a cloth plain Iron Cross and the other has had a swastika circular panel added. Silver wire fringing to the
bottom of each arm. Reverse has ...[more]

1512

WW2 German VE301DYN Volks Radio, bakelite cased radio complete with tuning knobs and switches, eagle and swastika to both sides
of tuning dial. Full details to back with lead.Sold as a static display item not as a working item.

1516

Pre-WW2 German Army Personal Snapshot Photograph Album, good example of an early pre-war German army photograph album
with many good images of troops being issued and wearing early M-18 transitional steel helmets, early pattern tunics, Reichswehr / third
reich cross over peaked caps etc. Many shots ...[more]

1523

Interesting WW2 German Luftwaffe Document which is Signed by Luftwaffe General Gunther Korten who Died of Wounds After the
Failed Assassination Attempt on Adolf Hitler known as the 20th July Bomb Plot, the partially printed and typescript document relates to
the recommendation for the award of the W ...[more]

1524

Interesting Third Reich Documents Relating to the Danish Journalist and Hollywood Gossip Columnist Ingra Arvad, Who Falsely
Claimed to Have had Three Personal Meetings with Adolf Hitler and Who Also Entered into a Romantic Relationship with Future
President of the USA John F. Kennedy, Resulting into ...[more]

1525

Interesting Grouping of Typed Correspondence Between the Officers Association of Hussar Regiment Nr 5 and Adolf Hitler, Relating to
the Anniversary of Count Blucher von Wahlstatt, the typed letter informing Adolf Hitler that the officers association and veterans of the
regiment will be holding a cer ...[more]

1528

Historically Important Documents Sent by Adolf Hitler to Spanish General and Commander of the Spanish Blue Division, General
Augustin Munoz Grandes with Handwritten Corrections by Adolf Hitler, with First Possible Indication that Germany May Loose the War,
Just Days Before the German Army Retreated ...[more]

1530

Third Reich Document Grouping Relating to the Recommendation of the Award of the Knights Cross of the Iron Cross to Luftwaffe
Fighter Pilot Kapitan Robert Menzel, including a letter dated 11.7.1941 from Major Berendsen, supporting the recommendation of the
Knights Cross of the Iron Cross to Menzel f ...[more]

1535

WW2 German Anti-England Propaganda Booklet, the booklet is about the English colonial power, “PLUTOKRATIE England”, with
transparent sheets showing England’s colonisation of the world. Complete with the map to the back page.

1539

WW2 German Wehrpass to Veteran of WW1, well filled out wehrpass for Hermann Dietlepsen from Flensburg. The wehrpass was
issued in 1938. The book shows he served in the Imperial German army from 1915-1919. No awards are noted in the book. Civilian
photograph to the front. Accompanied by another wehrp ...[more]

1541

WW2 German Army Wehrpass & Soldbuch Grouping to Oberfeldwebel who Served in Grenadier Regiment 582 on the Channel Islands,
fine grouping belonging to Alois Heller, consisting of armed forces wehrpass with uniform photograph to the inside, various entries and
stamps. Army issue soldbuch in green ...[more]

1543

Third Reich NSDAP Official Book “Chronik unserer Ortsgruppe”, scarce large leather bound book recording the history and activities of
this Nuremberg based section of the party. Most pages are not complete but some with handwritten and illustrated dedications.
Generally good condition.

1544

WW2 German 1941 Coloured Map of Tunisia, fine example of 1:500,000 scale map of the Tunisian coast with various hand annotations
made with positions etc. Map has been professionally framed and glazed measuring 77 ½ x 77 ½ cms. This map was found by the
current vendor in a WW2 German officers map cas ...[more]

1546

Bound Book of Aerial Reconnaissance Photographs and Notes for Preparation of “Operation Sea Lion” Invasion of England 1940, the
book was No3 in a series of books produced in large format which gives information and photographs to assist with the invasion of
England, which never took place, in 1940. ...[more]

1548

WW2 German Army Hand Grenade Throwing Citation, impressive large army patriotic sports coloured citation / certificate to Gefr.
Brandenburg. Alex for throwing a hand grenade ,dated 1943 , with ink officer signature and franking ,couple of small tears to one side.
Measures 30 cm x 42 cm.

1551

WW2 German Frantfurter Allgemeine Newspaper Hanger, painted wood hanger with name to centre, both sides, unscrews to hold
paper, 70 cms long, in good condition.

1568

WW2 German Armed Forces Wall Plaque, black wooden rectangular plaque with an alloy German helmet with army decal within oak
leaves surround mounted. Measures 22 cm x 18 cms, with hanging hook to back.

1572

Rare Imperial Japanese Naval 1st Class Communications Proficiency Badge, fine example of the enamelled breast badge given to
naval NCO’s who passed the communications proficiency test, which included the use of wireless communications sets, code writing
and code breaking. The enamel award is complet ...[more]

1573

WW2 Imperial Japanese Naval Insignia Grouping, including two embroidered naval rank insignias, embroidered insignia in the form of a
white anchor picked out in black on red cloth square backing, small machine embroidered circular piece of insignia and a decal in the
form of a Japanese Naval rising s ...[more]

1583

WW2 Japanese Navy Air Corps Kamikaze Pilots Signed Battle / Prayer Flag, good cotton Japanese “meatball” pattern flag full of
signatures and prayers in black ink. Comes with a written note stating the flag has been signed to a Kamikaze pilot by mechanics and
ground crew from a naval air base. Some s ...[more]

1586

WW2 Imperial Japanese Signed Battle Flag, fine silk battle flag in the “Meatball” pattern with many signatures / prayers in black ink.
Leather tabs to two corners. Some staining to the flag but generally a very good example. Measures 87 x 70cms.

1587

Scarce WW2 Imperial Japanese Air Force Downed Pilots Silk “Meatball” Flag, fine and scarce silk Japanese “Meatball” pattern with
kapok filled sections to all four sides of the flag. With rope ties. Flag measures 100 x 78cms. These flags were issued as part of the
Japanese pilots survival kit prior t ...[more]

1589

WW2 Imperial Japanese Signed Flag, fine example of a silk Japanese “Meatball” type flag with numerous black ink signatures / prayers
around the edge. Remains in excellent overall condition. Measures 101 x 69cms.

1591

WW2 Imperial Japanese Flag, interesting silk flag with crossed Japanese meatball and rising sun flags from a naval anchor with golden
star to the centre, all enclosed in a floral wreath. Leather enforcement triangles to one edge of the flag. Some small stains and holes.
Measures 84 x 71cms.

1596

Rare WW2 Japanese China Water Bottle, fine example of a small type officers? Water bottle made from a light green glazed china.
Complete with the original top and cork stopper. Bottle is covered in a army green cloth covering with a cloth shoulder strap. Ex John
Ingham collection.

1598

WW2 Japanese Naval Land Forces / Marines Water Bottle / Canteen, fine example with metal body and black rubber top cap. Housed
in the original canvas cover with the cradle harness and shoulder strap fitted. Remains in very good overall condition. Ex John Ingham
collection.

1625

3x Italian Fascist Emblems, all being produced in an un-marked silver. Being entwined letters “P C”, “N I” and “T A”. All with pins to the
reverse. (3 items)

1629

Rare Italian “Aviazione Legionaria” Volunteers Uniform Worn During the Spanish Civil War, the uniform is cut in the style of an Italian
fascist air force uniform but in the coarse brown wool that the Spanish uniforms under Franco were made from. Gilt circular buttons with
bird in flight to the centr ...[more]

1630

Signature of Rachele Mussolini, Second Wife of the Italian Fascist Dictator, bold black ink signature of Rachele Mussolini and her son
Romano Mussolini. The signatures are together on a stiff card which is dated 6.4.78. Rachele Mussolini died on 30th October 1979.

